Abstract:
This study provides an exploratory discussion to reveal the authors’ perspectives regarding previous academic discussions. In combination with the development of innovative environmentally friendly products, electric vehicles will continue to be an important research topic in the field of innovation. Currently, given the unprecedented challenge of COVID-19, humanity has been charged with the task of developing sustainable business strategies and promoting environmentally friendly business practices. The research surrounding electric vehicles, an important example of innovation, has been enriched by many academic discussions, but it remains important to critically evaluate the development concept of electric vehicles from the perspective of innovation novelty, to examine the factors that support the innovation and to identify issues for future discussions and research. Accordingly, this exploratory study unravels the debate on innovation surrounding electric vehicles and proposes several key issues for future research. Electric vehicles are a new product characterised by two major features – innovation and sustainability – and their development is coupled with a growing interest in environmental issues. Based on the authors’ observations, this study identifies the key factors that support the growth of the industry and presents arguments for reconciling the themes of research and development acceptability and sustainability. It is hoped that the key issues presented in this paper will serve as an effective guide for future research.
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I. Introduction

1.1 Background of the Study

Sustainability has likely never been as popular as it is today. Many companies advocate for it, and with the emergence of environmental issues, striving for sustainability is both a corporate responsibility and a duty of global citizens. At the same time, there is neither any clear and unified definition of the concept nor an agreed-upon plan to achieve it.

Despite these difficulties, there is a shared understanding that sustainability is a central theme in business initiatives and in the development of new ideas, innovations, products, services and new social frameworks. Some intellectuals limit sustainability to ecological issues, while others use it synonymously with corporate social responsibility (CSR). This paper clarifies the significance of manageability by showing that conservatism is distinguished from obligations and other comparative concepts by the concept of ‘time’ (Bansal & DesJardine, 2014).
With the integration of non-industrialised countries into the world economy, there has actually been an increased interest in oil, which directly affects market prices as a result of the basic monetary law of interest (citation). The volatility of oil and energy prices is forcing governments and businesses to search for novel solutions, and such innovations have the potential to significantly advance the world (citation needed). This study will focus on electric vehicles and discuss consumer interest, market size trends and efforts to address unknown levels of exchange in the near future.

No company can continue to grow by sticking to old-fashioned beliefs. Intense competition at home and abroad is one of the most important effects of globalisation on the world economy, with markets that were once delineated by borders in the past now being seamlessly linked (citation needed). Businesses today face challenges caused by the resulting competition, including the need to function in markets with varying standards for product quality, production technology, technological advances and marketing (citation needed).

1.2 Rationale and the Purpose of this Study

The impact of manufacturing on the environment is another challenge that companies, especially multinationals, must overcome. The current hypothesis states that greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions will increase by 45% by 2030 under a laissez-faire economy (citation). There is concern that this will result in a 6% increase in the global average temperature, which is argued to result in a loss of about 5%–10% of GDP in the economy worldwide, with a loss of over 10% of GDP for the most unfortunate countries (citation needed).

The main driver of the market transition to green technologies is not instability of value; in fact, a variety of situations have brought about negative climate impacts and an accompanying societal shift toward conservation. Organisations create new jobs and generate financial outcomes. However, if they fail to act responsibly, they pose a threat to society and the environment. CSR can reduce corporate harm by encouraging socially responsible and ecologically beneficial business practices. The basic idea is that the adoption of new innovations requires fundamental change, and this applies at both the organisational and cultural levels (Söderholm, 2020).

The task and objective of this study is to help reconnect the relationship between the global environment and corporate behavior and reorganise the guiding principles and framework for economic behavior to address environmental issues.

Firms’ creation processes are influenced by inherent challenges and customer support for, or aversion to, these issues. Although green concepts are likely to become more common in the future, the question should be asked as to what devices are needed to solidify this cause and integrate it with the spirit of society as a whole. Finding an answer to this proposition is the primary interest of this study's discussion.

II. Review of Literature

2.1 Electric Vehicles and Environmental Issues

Global companies are currently investing in research in development (R&D) but have a bias towards green solutions. Today's civilisation must deal with a variety of natural problems, including environmental change, severe atmospheric degradation, modern waste and significant air pollution. Green and sustainable power should be considered as one of the key changing factors in managing and reducing climate impacts. Electric vehicles offer an
opportunity to mitigate a significant portion of these impacts by providing effective transport
with electrical energy. The growing consumer preference for green innovations is primarily,
but not exclusively, the result of unfavourable environmental changes brought about by
multinational corporations. Eco-efficiency and environmentally friendly decisions are being
considered by organisations as an important source of change and planning. Numerous
companies from various industries, from agriculture to automobiles, are beginning to invest in
these areas. However, more than 90% of the global transportation sector still runs on energy
derived from petroleum (Khalili et al., 2019).

2.2 Digital Transformations

Organisations are tied to the social and environmental fabric of the planet. Therefore,
etological challenges are also financial challenges. Digital transformation involves the
evolution of a company's various operations through computer-based innovation to increase
productivity, foster organisational culture and improve operational efficiency. Tough
competition exists in the marketplace, and companies must adapt to rapidly changing
customer demands. To meet customer expectations and improve the customer experience, the
distribution of information and rapid decision-making through digitalised operations are
critical lifelines for companies (Amirul et al., 2023).

Mercedes-Benz's collaboration with startup Circular to measure the amount of
materials used in its battery supply chain and the amount of harmful substances emitted into
the environment is a good example of how digitalisation has enabled the capture of
information to support corporate sustainable behavior (The Mercedes-Benz EQS Delivers
Sustainability, n.d.). With the recent rise in global environmental issues, stakeholders have
become more sensitive to ecological issues, and, as companies are expected to act in an
environmentally conscious manner, consumers are also being encouraged to purchase
environmentally friendly vehicles (Bhutto et al., 2022).

Megatrends in the automotive industry are powerful drivers of innovation. Currently,
they include independent vehicle capabilities, the interoperability of data from related vehicles,
vehicle sharing initiatives, selective vehicle on-request driving and efficient and
environmentally friendly automated driving controls, all accelerated by the automotive
industry's shift towards electric vehicles (Ling & Wang, 2004; Wicki et al., 2022).

Electric vehicles and the associated innovation have accelerated these trends, especially
as their production has expanded. The transition to electric vehicle manufacturing has made
some operations repetitive, rendering traditional automotive system creation procedures
obsolete. The automotive industry is also inextricably linked to information technology, with
manufacturers working with programming development companies. Now, the automotive
industry appears to be unable to communicate without the implementation of information
strategies and technologies. Modern intelligent cars collect information about drivers, traffic
patterns and preferred destinations, and the behavioural data of individual drivers and
congestion information are useful as large-scale data for artificial intelligence-based predictions
(Gaur & Sahoo, 2022). However, to protect driver data, it is important to secure the associated
systems. For this reason, manufacturers are constantly looking for new safety and health
measures, resulting in a new set of challenges and missions for the intelligent car industry. The
possibilities and prospects for digital transformation are more readily apparent when viewed
from the perspective of social responsibility.
a. Improving Environmental Impacts

Computer-based business innovations, to a greater or lesser extent, contribute to reducing a company's environmental impact. Paperless operations are facilitated by digitalisation arrangements, such as advanced electronic signatures and electronic invoicing. This small change could have a big impact in helping reduce CO2 emissions, conserve water and save trees used as raw materials for paper (Mudliar, 2022). There is still a close relationship between supportability and CSR, and the paperless environment is a good example of the environmental benefits of digital transformation (Chang et al., 2022).

b. Ensuring Transparency and Fighting Fraud

Companies that promote business strategies based on best practices in CSR are more likely to take a sound moral approach. In other words, the cornerstones of CSR reflect important moral strengths and lead to the commitment to and disclosure of preferred ethical behavior patterns (Jeet, 2022). Using electronic contracts, a signer can be clearly identified, the signed record is irreversibly fixed, and the deal is usually made public in accountability situations. Electronic signatures, in conjunction with open systems, can thus prevent companies and sellers from participating in fraudulent valuation rehearsals. The blockchain-based identification of producers and public disclosure of raw materials are precisely the kind of measures meaningful for winning the trust of consumers (Baah et al., 2021).

2.3 Open Innovation and Business Model Innovation

Open innovation is a style of innovation in which a company integrates and uses a variety of external resources, including competitors, outside offices and even the public, to advance a product, service, action plan or process (Naqshbandi & Kamel, 2017). Open development from within involves the influx of various ideas and expertise from outside an organisation to recognise, select, leverage and integrate ideas, matching novel information with internal information to co-create new value (Kalkhofer et al., 2022). Outbound development refers to the intentional commercialisation and use of internally generated ideas in the organisation's external environment. The concept is easier to understand in a diagrammatic way vis-à-vis inbound development. Outbound development is accomplished by intentionally leaking a product early to the press or advisors or by opening up an invention or new service to customers, who improve it by incorporating users' critical opinions (Carrasco-Carvajal et al., 2022).

Business model innovation, on the other hand, is the practice of changing an organisation's underlying operating model for its customers in a way that provides it an advantage over its competitors. Generally, it leads to greater success is the external search for and combination of information on open expansion. However, care must be taken in selecting potential open expansion partners. To identify the best of several open advancement partners, it is important to determine how they can contribute to promoting conservatism and financial development (Nath & Siepong, 2022).

Sustainability is a growing focus of organisational progress, with companies aiming to achieve environmentally sound performance while still pursuing competitive advantage (Sahoo et al., 2022). However, in reality, companies are not very good at taking into account the nuances of the actual item development process and the importance of the environment to the company. Development may inspire more socially responsible projects, but it is unclear whether social responsibility will necessarily be fulfilled as a result. There is an urgent need to address socio-environmental issues. At the same time, it is absolutely imperative that development be used to support and enhancing existing ways of life.
III. Research Methods

3.1 Research Target

People and companies innovate by taking advantage of the different opportunities that technology offers. Technology serves as the foundation for all innovation and can also be an effective tool (Kylläinen, 2019). As mentioned earlier, the term ‘sustainability’ covers a diverse and broad spectrum. It affects economic and social activities through the actions, decisions and behaviour patterns of companies, but it is not easy to define (Caputo et al., 2021). Sustainability is as significant in the automotive industry as in other industries. Stricter sustainability guidelines and the demand for change by customers and financiers will require innovation. Progress in the automotive industry has been built on innovation and novel strategies at different levels of development, including vehicle and technology development.

3.2 Research Approach

Based on the discussions on innovation and sustainability in academia to date, this study focuses on the interplay between innovative business behaviour surrounding the development of electric vehicles and the factors that cannot be overlooked in ensuring their innovativeness. The study aims to organise preliminarily viewpoints so as to identify issues for further refined empirical research based on primary data.

IV. Discussion

Even though it is well understood that innovation is a fundamental step in development, many automakers have first and foremost paid attention to shared key issues, such as reducing vehicle sway, making vehicles quieter and better machine development and improvement (Demirbag & Glaister, 2020). Through the globalisation of R&D, companies in the automotive industry have also sought to increase productivity by collaborating internationally, tirelessly sorting through ideas for progress and implementing new technologies.

Underlying the current and continuing advances related to electric vehicles and other improvements is an understanding of the concept of broader progress in the global marketplace and the proposition of addressing environmental issues. The group of companies in the automotive industry sector, ranging from the large seasonal baths to small and medium-sized enterprises, now view R&D as a core competency (Yang, 2022). As argued by Dachs & Zahradnik (2017), the globalisation of R&D capabilities among electric vehicle firms has improved their development, effectiveness and productivity. The globalisation of R&D, in combination with the economies of scale brought about by international collaboration, also reduces geographic duplication and waste, leading to lower costs. For example, Volkswagen and Tesla could attract fresh talent and ideas by creating R&D centres in other countries with lower labour costs, leading to a higher penetration of electric vehicles (Rajaefifar et al., 2022).

In addition, the globalisation of R&D capabilities will spark interest in new talent to move away from the limited quantity and quality of skills available in the domestic market (Frynas & Mellahi, 2019). Different approaches to decentralisation are used in electric vehicle organisations, including ethnocentric centralisation, geocentric unification and polycentric decentralisation. Electric vehicle manufacturers also have unique R&D strategies depending on their characteristics. Some aim for extremely decentralised R&D, some aim for ad hoc and fuzzy development without a specific focus, and some aim for competition among autonomous R&D units. At the same time, all believe that innovation through R&D is indispensable for the evolution and growth of the industry, in line with the mission and policies of each company.
V. Conclusion

5.1 Contribution

The important topic of electric vehicle innovation is currently attracting many researchers. The present study critically evaluated the concept of electric vehicle development from a novelty of innovation perspective, examining the factors that support the innovation and organising the related issues to form a proposal for future discussions and research. The electric vehicle is a new product that combines innovation and sustainability as its two main features, and its development is closely tied to the growing interest in environmental issues. Based on the authors' and others' perspectives, this study identified key elements that support the industry's growth and presented arguments for balancing R&D acceptability with sustainability. It is hoped that the key issues proposed by this paper will serve as a useful guide for future research.

5.2 Limitations and Further Research Opportunities

This study is an exploratory discussion paper that reveals author's perspective based on the previous academic discussions. We fully recognise the need to examine the issues presented in this paper through an empirical analysis using primary data. Combined with the process of developing environmentally friendly innovative products, electric cars will continue to be an important research topic in the field of innovation. In this context, we plan to use survey data on electric vehicle R&D, entrepreneurs and consumers to present further concrete suggestions through an empirical analysis, such as on what attributes of electric vehicles are supported.
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